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·Upper bound. Ruk: balancedness is not needed.

Lm. Let IT,R) be a rooted tree w. at least one roof,

=exsn, PL = Op(n?
- YetL.

x=
Pf. Let t= IT) and to be an new graph c./ Cnt-a edges-i

where a
=Yet and c > 2(t+p).

· 6--> H=6w/5(H)>d(bYz = cna

(H= hEm

·greedy embedding## Cabelled copies of Immooted) T

xh - J(+)./5(+) - 1)...(5(H) - t +2),Elh.n
-1(a)

· #roots R I LIRI
Averaging -> C choice R'of roots in at least

(C()t-y(t- 1)(1-a)
#hnst-1)(a

t

3,~= (c,p
n(R1- 1

as a =Ye,= ⒔
Lower bound requires the balancedness.

=

er. Give an example of an unbalanced rooted tree

I, 1), for which ex(r, x) = Orp(n2-) is not true.



Lm v balanced rooted tree IT, R), EpEIN s.t.

ex(n, TY) =op(n2-).

To show that
any

rational "t(1,2) can be an exponent

for a finite fam of forbidden graphs, it suffices to find

balanced rooted tree IT.Rw/ 2 - Y, = 0
Write r=2-% for some a,bEIN.

=

am. Take a,btNwa - 1 < b < 2a - 1,
Let i =b -a

· Take an unrooted path on [a]
· Tab rooted tree:

·add an additional rooted leaf to

stead. the its US

1,(1+ (i), (1+ 2.9), ..L(119, a

· For b>,2a1, define Tab recursively by attaching a rooted

leaf to each unrooted us of Ta,b-a

By constr. Tab has a inrooted us and b edges

=>Tab = P/a

-10- - --

T4,7
T4,9



Lm v balanced rooted tree IT, R), EpEIN s.t.

ex(n, TY) =op(n2-).
If (Sketch). Let CT,R) be a rooted tree w.) - a unrooted us

S - v = (R) rooted us

· s = 2br, d = sb, n = 96 for some - b edges.

large (time power g

· Take 2b-variate indep. unit. random polyn

f..... fa: IgxIg" ->Eg, each of deg. #3 #qb

where

at most d ⑧8· (n,n)-wbip. G w.l each partite set Fgb

urEECGl iff all fi. ita), vanishes on (0.01, i.e.
f,(u,v) =... = falu,0) = 0 - ayb

IN

· In expectation, edge density=q-*((e(6))- n2-9b
We are left to show that the expected # copies of graphs i

MP is negligible.
Before Ks, + 9s

· Fix usw, ...., nor in G
INT(M1 c-bound

sus its
moments

and let it be the collection of

copies of T in a rooted at 90.....wr
Now 40
x

We need to bound the moments of T

*"+ #T siting
i

on R

(2)). R plays the role of
IN*(r)



&aim E(IT(3) = 0,(17. (balancedness ea( ↑
need to bond its

moments.
· Using Lang-Weil bound

either (2012 (depending only on T

or 121K, 9/2
· Markov neg -> Pr((2(c) = P0(121, 8(2) = Pr/1213,(

-Itis
Bi

· Consequently, the expected #bad Sw, ..., wrl

↑i.e. sitting in more than copies of T as ports)
is

<2nrocr=oll).
E ((e(0) - B.n) >, E(e(G))/2

.... deletion.... PEC+ ⑦

A

claim. · Notice that 1291" counts # ordered collection

os copies of Tin G w/ roots (0, ...,wrly

· Each one of such s-tiple corresponds to a graph

A in MS locally indep
Ar

For HEYs, the probability that I appears in G



is q-a.eCt
write NsCH = # ordered collections of scopies of T

w.roots (10, ...,wr3 whose union is a copy of H

E ED2) = I N.(H). 9
-a.e(H)

(H -MS -
&m. · IT, R) balanced

Ns(+) =0,(n(H1
- 1R)) = rooted tree

v · HC- 4S

-20, In- (B1).q-a.eCH) =>e<
H2Y- Induct on S

b((H - 1R)) - a.e(t) M

= 0,129 CE
HEYS 0,(1).O

tonj (subdivision Conj Kang-Kim-L.

Let F be a bip. graph. If ex(n. F) = 0 (n+0

for some 120, then

ex (n. subIFL = O(n'E).
2

Rok: If an n-G hr dGlECh
*

I its square has one deg (d(G)"⑭



I the square contains F.

While being interesting on its own, in fact we shall

see that the subdivision Conj 2 Rational exponent Conj.

Known 1. even cycles, O-graphs (Bondy-Sim]-

2. Complete kip. graph

(Condon-Lee-Jauzer] eaIn, sub(Ks. +1) =0(nE)
txs

&

lem. Find more families for which the subd. Conjholds
balanced

· We can extend the concept of powers ofr rooted trees

tobip. as fellows

· (F,R), R roots, F bip.

·ESEVIF), Lt TISL:=E, es=#edge i
non-empty ↑

incident to

axin S
· Let f(t) = GF(V(F) (R)

Say (F.R) is balanced if TF(S)? Y(F) A nonempty
& EU(F)-R.

And define its powers analogously.



&m (BuKh-Codon) V balanced bip. Noted graph F

W.YCFK0, Elo = bo(F) s.t. 8 esto

ea(n, FY) =o(n2
- Ye(t))


